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It is necessary, therefore, that we ponder the 

symbols presented in the temple and see the 

mighty realities for which each symbol stands.18

“The temple ordinances are so imbued with 

symbolic meaning as to provide a lifetime of 

productive contemplation and learning.” 19The 

teachings of the temple are beautifully simple and 

simply beautiful. They are understood by those 

who have had little opportunity for education, yet 

they can excite the intellect of the highly 

educated. 

~ Elder Russell M. Nelson, Prepare for the Blessings of 

the Temple, October General Conference 2010

https://www.lds.org/liahona/2010/10/prepare-for-the-blessings-of-the-temple.p1?lang=eng
https://www.lds.org/liahona/2010/10/prepare-for-the-blessings-of-the-temple.p1?lang=eng


Everything in the temple points us to Christ 

when we are prepared to learn through 

symbolism.



What is Symbolism? 

 The sign or representation of any moral 

thing by the images or properties of natural 

things. Thus the lion is the symbol of 

courage, etc. ; Symbols are of various kinds, 

as types, enigmas, parables, fables, allegories, 

emblems, hieroglyphics, etc.

 An emblem or representation of something 

else. 

 1828 Webster Dictionary



Symbols



Symbols



Symbols





Hebrew Alphabet





“The scriptures are laid before thee, yea, 

and all things denote there is a God; yea, 

even the earth, and all things that are 

upon the face of it, yea, and its motion, 

yea, and also all the planets which move 

in their regular form do witness that 

there is a Supreme Creator.”  

~Alma 30:44



The young person must:

 fall in love with numbers

 fall in love with shapes and comparisons

 Fall in love with mathematicians

 Fall in love with the ideas of math

 Move on to traditional book learning

 Learn spreadsheets and practice business 

planning

Oliver DeMille, “The Best Math Curriculum”



What is a Geometer?

 One who studies Geometry

 One who recognizes patterns in the 

world around him

 One who sees symbolism

 One who can see the whole picture

 Problem solver & teacher



Ancient Geometers



More Geometers



Geometers are all around us.



Tools of a Geometer



School



Tree of knowledge has many branches, unified by the 

patterns found in numbers and shapes



1- Monad-Wholly One

Point

Circle



1-Monad



1- Monad

 Unity

 Universe

 United

 Monolith

 Monument

 Solo

 Total

 Whole

Aleph

 Divinity

 Adam

 Jacob’s Ladder



1. Monad



2. Dyad-It Takes Two to Tango

Line

Vesica pisces/

Birth portal 



2. Dyad



2 - Dyad

 Pairs

◦ Adam & Eve

◦ Mom & Dad

◦ Shoes

 Opposites

◦ Black & white

◦ In & Out

 Polar

◦ Magnets

 Bilingual

 Binary

 Biplane

 Pairs

 Duet

 Duel

Beis

 Temple

 House

 Blessing



2-Dyad



3-Triad-Three Part Harmony

Planes

Triangles

Platonic Solids



3-Triad, platonic solids

 Tetrahedron-

 fire

 Octahedron-

 air

 Icosahedron-

 water



3.Triad

 All shapes created 
through birth portal

 Balance

 Structure

 Opposite Poles + 
Binding Element = 
New Whole

 Threes in literature

 Nature

 Beginning, middle, end

 Structure

Gimmel

 Nourish 

 Good Samaritan

 Sun, Moon, Stars



3.Triad



3.Triad



4. Tetrad-Mother Substance

Solid

Volume

Square



4-Tetrad

 Platonic solid

 Tetrahedron

◦ 4 sided

◦ Fire

 Cube

◦ Made with squares 

◦ Earth



4-Tetrad

 Four states

 Weave of the Goddess

 Four elements

 Four Directions

 Crystals

 Quarter

 Quadrant

 Quartet

 Tent door

 4 corners of earth

 Love the Lord

◦ Heart, soul, 

strength, mind



4-Tetrad



4-Tetrad



5. Pentad-Regeneration

Pentagons

Golden Mean



5-Pentad

 Dodecahedron

◦ Universe

12 sides



5-Pentad

 5th day of creation-
animals

 Regeneration

 Stars

 Leaves

 Piano keyboard

 Beauty

 Waves

 Spirals

 Fibonacci

 Quintessential

 Quintuplets

 Pentathlon

 Pentateuch

 5 Star

Hei

 Hand/Act

 Freedom of Choice

 David & Goliath



5-Pentad



5-Pentad

 Pentagram

◦ Symbol of 

mathematic 

perfection & 

eternity.

◦ On Nauvoo 

Temple



5-Pentad



6. Hexad-Structure, Function, Order

Hexagon



6-Hexad

 Tesselation

 Hexaflexagons

 Triangular numbers

 In Nature

 Twelves

 Circle & square

 Squared circles

 Time

 Crystal structure

Vav

 Physical 
completion

 Hook or 
secure peg

 Armor of 
God, pieces



6. Hexad



6-Hexad



7. Heptad*-Enchanting Virgin

Heptagon

*Cannot be 

“born”  in 

vesica pisces



7-Heptad

 Only shape 
whose angles are 
not a whole 
number

 Light

 Do, re, me…

 Week

 Music

 Waves

Zayin

 Spiritual 

Completion

 Sabbath

 7 dispensations



7-Heptagon



Absolute

All Galaxies

Milky Way Galaxy

Sun

Planets

Earth

Moon

Absolute

DO minus    

SI ider

LA ctea

SOL

FA ta

MI crocosmos

RE gina Coeli

DO minus           

Lord

Stars

Milk

Sun

Fate

Small Universe

Queen of the Heavens

Lord

“to play the harmonies of heaven”

7-Heptad



7-Heptad



7-Heptad

 I would teach children music, physics, and 

philosophy;  but most importantly music, 

for the patterns in music and all the arts 

are the keys to learning.

 ~Plato



7-Heptad



8. Octad-Periodic Renewal



8-Octad

 Chess

 Moon phases

 Universe

 Periodic renewal Ches

 Transcend

 Grace

 Noah



1 / 49=.02040816326412856…..

8-Octad



9-Octad



9. Ennead-The Horizon



9-Ennead

 Casting out nines/ 
Vedic math

 Whole nine yards

 Muses

 Egyptian gods

 Magic square

 3X3

 Labyrinth

 Last unique number

Tes

 Goodness

 Humility

 Job



9-Ennead



9-Ennead



10. Decad-Beyond Number



10-Decad

 Start again

 New Beginnings

 Infinite series

 Hebrew alphabet

 Tree of life Yod

 Power

 Entirety

 Commandments



10-Decad



10-Decad



10-Decad



10-Decad



Recreational Math



 Take a strip of 

paper, give one 

end a half twist 

and tape the ends 

together.  You 

now have a one 

sided object.

 Cut it in half, 

long-wise

 Cut off the edge, 

without cutting 

through the loop

Mobius Strip



Mobius Strip



Platonic solids



Platonic solids



Platonic Solids



Platonic Solids



Flexagons

 In geometry, flexagons are flat models, 

usually constructed by folding strips of 

paper, that can be flexed or folded in 

certain ways to reveal faces besides the 

two that were originally on the back and 

front.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geometry
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_(geometry)


Flexagons



Hexa-Tetraflexagon




